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Introduction

“How much obesity has to be created in a single decade for 

people to realize that diet has to be responsible for it?” 

Robert Atkins

Everybody wants to be healthy. Who doesn’t want a healthy, �t body? It allows you to do the

things you love without limitations. It allows you to eat the food that you want without feeling

guilty about it. Most importantly, a healthy, �t body allows you to enjoy life to the fullest.

But even though doctors, health experts, and �tness fans are running campaigns against obesity,

it is still a touchy subject in America. In fact, according to the latest data gathered by the

NHANES, over 70 million Americans are obese. This data is quite alarming as it continues to

increase over the years.

When you are obese, it is di�icult to engage yourself in recreational activities. The number of

things you can do is limited. Not only that, but you are also at great risk of chronic diseases.

According to a study, obesity is also linked with depression—your self-esteem drops. Dolling up is

no longer an option when half the clothes in the shopping mall's racks do not �t you.



However, in recent years, Americans have become health-conscious. A study

published by the Journal of the American Medical Association reveals that more

and more Americans are making healthier food choices than they were in the

past.

This could be the torch in the dark you are looking for. The best thing about

losing weight in this generation is that there are proven methods to lose weight

without putting in extra hours to work out. This means no matter how busy you

are, losing weight is now possible. You do not need to spend your whole time in

the gym or set up a strenuous home workout routine that could a�ect your

productivity.

Latest reports from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reveal that 

half the American adults they have surveyed are trying to lose weight. And their 

weight loss journey ended with "trying" instead of "succeeding" to lose weight. 

Let's face it, given the busy nature of our work, it's easy to gain a few pounds 

without even noticing it. After a long day at work, all you want to do is hit the 

bed and sleep. Sometimes, you don't have the time to cook healthier meals and 

end up ordering pizza, which is a time-saver. Chocolates and beers are go-tos 

for a quick boost of energy when pulling an all-nighter. And let's not deny it—

most "junk" foods taste awesome and can easily �ll you up! The willpower to 

change this fast-moving lifestyle can be challenging. For some, it even seems 

impossible.

 

Here’s the catch: you don’t need a dramatic change in your life to lose weight. 

According to the Vitality Group research consultant, Jonathan Dugas, Ph.D., 

losing weight can be done by making small changes in our lifestyles. These 

small changes have huge impacts, and eventually, they will lead to a successful 

weight loss journey. 

 

This book will reveal the small changes that you need in your life to lose weight 

without spending much time! So, sit down, relax, and prepare yourself. Your 

weight loss journey is about to begin. 



Symptoms and Causes of Obesity

Keep the Sugar in Your Diet 

Skip the Gym

Splurge on Drink Water

5 Simple Morning Habits to Combat Obesity
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